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Abstract：The cross—sectional indentation method is extended to evaluate the interfacial adhesion between brittle coating

and ductile substrate．The experimental results on electroplated chromium coating／steel substrate show that the interfacial

separation occurs due to the edge chipping of brittle coating．The corresponding models are established to elucidate

interfacial separation processes．This work further highlights the advantages and potential of this novel indentation method：
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THE EVALUATl0N of the interfacia adhesion is the

predominant factor in determining the performance and

reliabilitV of coating substrate system
ll
J．There are

more than 200 different methods for measuring

adhesion，but most of which are problematic at high

adhesive s廿ength levels[Z1．

Cross—sectional indentation has been designed to

examine the interfacial fracture properties of min fllm

on brittle substrate．whatever the film is ceramics”1 or

metals[41．The novelty of this indentation technique is

the usage of cross—sectional sample and edge chipping

effect．

The aim of nlis Paper is to extend the cross—sectional

indentation technique to the study of interfacial fracture
in brittle coating／ductile substrate system，and to

describe the corresponding analysis to account for

interfacial separation at high adhesive strength levels．

1．Experimental Procedure and Principle

Analysis

The material considered in this work consists of an

electroplated chromium coating with the thickness of

1 70 micrometer on a steel substrate．Cross—sections are

prepared by rel5ned rubbed without further polishing．

Appropriate etching process is adopted to reveal the

interface．

Dufing the indentation，the Rockwell indenter is

iostled into the steel substrate smoothly near the

interface．as shown in Figure 1．The indentation process

can be observed by the control of the loading force．

Due to the brittle coating／ductile substrate system，
cracks are not initialized in the substrate but in the

coating．There are three cracks正历．n initialized and

propagated in the coating successively．Among them，

the initialized and propagated of crack Z at point b is

extremely abrupt．Cracks m and n grow steady from

points d and e to points a and ci卯乃en they grow to

some degree，they run out to the surface quickly．After

that，with the indentation going on，owing to the edge

chipping effect，because inner coatings between m and

n have nothing to crutch in工direction，they move

outwards as a whole．The interfacial cracks initialize at

the points d and f then grow towards inside．Finally，

when interfacial cracks m and n reach to point e，the

cracks line up and the whole coating is broken off．

Fig．1 Schematic of the cross—sectional indentation test

According to the analyses above．the process can be

divided into three following stages：

Stage I：The stage as an integer：from the beginning

of indenter’s reach to the cross—section to the rapid

propagation of crack Z．

The experiment has showed that the process of

initialization and propagation of crack f are very

quickly．We can figure that once the stress on point b

reach to the limit strength of fracture．crack Z initializes

immediately and run out rapidly．Before that，the

system of coating／substrate can be considered as a

whole object．
’Stage II：The stage of the crack propagation in the

coating．as shown in Figure 2：from the appearance of

crack Z to the running out ofcracks m and n．

After the appearance of crack Z．there are two strong

acoustic emission signals in a short time．These mark

the running out of cracks m and n to points a and c at

the surface of coating．Before the signals there are not

apparent cracks in the interface thought the observation
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from the cross—section．So it can be considered that

there areno interfacial cracks in this stage．

Fig．2 Micrograph of crack in the coating

Stage III：The stage of interfacial crack propagation，

develop and grow stably and steadily into a declining

stress field。before the cracks run to the critical position．

However the location of this position remains unclear，

but is presumably between 50％and 70％of the final

crack leng出．We carl conclude that the assumption the

cracks m and n grow stably before the acoustic

emission signals in the stage II of our experiment is

reasonable．And the critical chipping force Can be

determined when by the acoustic emission signals．

2．2 Charactt!ristics of Substrate and Interface in the

CrOSS-Sectional Indentati011 Process Oil Ductile

Substrate

絮3 M⋯icrograph of．crack
in the coating and

i，nterf，ace iannddi黜冒嚣端墨篆糍怒
Consi卿n已that。the in、terfacia，1．cracks

haVe 茹1弑茹e。蕃；苫裁蒜茹；1i1赢蒜。i茹
initialized in PhaseII，we only eXplain the

interf．ace 淼孟姑赢蒜i蔷舔磊t占《：嚣滋翁
c。rac。k．s'growth，a。nd．th．e。coating c，h，ipped from．．the 8譬钯竺·美蔬美i：若：；蕊三。蔷≮X：茹心意羞蔷；¨荟
so the：speed o士mterface crack’8 propagatlon re士1ects

nmch≮igger than that on the bri’ttle substrate．

inte．rfacial
adhesion ability of the coating／substrate若僦en嚣蒸1 due to me de淼at温of subs衄te，也；

2．DisCUSS蛔 器譬=意等嚣鬻施三戮勰

a ductile substrate layer between indenter and brittle

coating in our experiment，and the force and the

displacement of indenter are transferred to btittle

coating by the elastic—plastic deformation of ductile

substrate，the pressure Oil the coating is slimily tO that

direct loaded by indenter．So in our experiment the

cracks in coating display a similar shape to血ose in the

edge chipping experiment．

In addition，McCormick’ analysis showed the

60llowing feature p1．h the hard matedals’experiment．

ruder an increasing indentation force．cracks normally

ability in brittle substrate as ductile substrate．
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Fig．4 Plate modeled all assembly of tapered beams
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2．3 Transfer of the Force and Replacement during

the Loading and the Corresponding Model
The translation of force and replacement is mainly

based on the physical description of different stages of

the analysis of indention process above．

2．3．1 Stage I：Stage as an Integer

啪len the indenter iostles into the substrate，because

of the weaker crutch on the coating side，the indenter

tends to move towards the side of coating，there is a

side force added in the substrate．At the same time，

because of the shape of the Rockwell indenter，the force

on point e is bigger than points d and f then there is a

bending on the coating and a maximum tensile stress

on point b．Because the inner coating of the points d

and f is hustled out much more than the outer coating，

there is another two maximum tensile stress on these

points．But the restriction of substrate makes the stress

on these two points much smaller than it on point b．

珊len the loading of indenter is increasing to some

value，the tensile stress on point b reaches to the limit

stress of fracture and the coating is broken．Because

there is not any restriction，we consider that the crack

propagates rapidly toⅡle end and does not grow

anymore after this fracture process．

2．3．2 Stage II：Stage of the Crack Propagation in the

Coating

Ⅵmen the indenter {ostles into the substrate

continually,the substrate outside is hustled by the

indenter．纾乃en tensile stress on the danger points d and

f reach the limit．crack m and crack n initialized．The

displacement on point e is the greatest one according to

the shape of indenter．Block agb．．dhe and block bgc．．dhf
can be simplified to taper beams based on the analysis

above．The plate model is shown in Figure 5．In the

figure、M。F0 is the resultant force loading on the

coating by substrate， and uo is the resultant

displacement loading．W色can analyze the translation of

force and replacement in loading on the model before

the cracks run to the critical position．After that，surface

adhfcga is the section of coating，and blocks agb—dhe

and bgc-dhf are chipped from the whole coating，only

connected with substrate by interface dhfed．

M<，
●
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Fig．5 The model of StageⅡ

2．3．3 Stage III：Stage of Interfacial Crack Propagation
Ⅱthe loading on the indenter keeps growing after

coating cracks run out to the surface，without the whole

coating’s crutch，the inner coating tends to move

outwards as a whole by the hustle of the substrate under

the side force of indenter,but the substrate on the

outsides of interface dhfed is restricted by the whole

coating．As a result，the crack in the interface on the arc

dhf propagates because of the discontinuousness of the

displacement between the outer substrate and the inner

coating around arc dhf So the model as a simplified

talcIer beam has been established as the Figure 6．The

chipped coating taken as rigid member,the substrate

outline along to the crack path must be arc—shaped

because of the indenter’s shape．So there is a tearing

process in the interfacial fracture of brittle coating and

ductile substrate．

Fig．6 the model of Stage III

2．4．Compared with PreviOUS Measuring Method
砀e evaluation of the interfacial adhesion at high

strength levels has always been a rough task because

the interface separation is difficult to realize directly by

tension，shearing or bending．One may make a

pre—crack on the interface before the test and evaluate

the adhesion by the crack propagation such as

four-point bending experiment or interface indentation

experiment．For the brittle coating，however,a slight

disturbance may cause the crack propagating and the

coating chipping quickly．So，in practice，the evaluation

of strong adhesion interface is normally based on the

engineering method，such as whetting／sawing methods．

The whetting／sawing methods are to scrape the

cross—section by grinding wheel or saw from the

substrate to the coating。and make the coating separate

from the substrate．In fact，there is the same effect of

edge chipping between cross—sectional indentation

methods and the whetting／sawing methods．The loading

on the ductile substrate instead of the brittle coating

avoids the centralization of stress and the chipping in a

short time．The cross—sectional indentation process on

ductile substrate could be considered as quasi—static。

and the pre—crack has been initialized indirectly in the

stage II．As a result，one may easily control the process

of the stage HI i．e．that of the intcrfacial cracks

propagation．The cross—sectional indentation is believed

to widely accepted，provided that one may reveal the

relation between the interface fracture and the

parameters including the loads and the distance from

the indenter to the interface．
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3．Conclusions

(1)．Cross—sectional indentation may be extended to

evaluate the inteffacial adhesion in brittle

coating／ductile substrate system，especially at high

adhesion strength levels．

(2)．Like the engineering method of whetting／sawing，

this novel method with the salne effect of edge

chipping will be practically applied．
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